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The next robotics frontier will be led by biohybrids. Capable
biohybrid robots require microfluidics to sustain, improve,
and scale the architectural complexity of their core ingredi-
ent: biological tissues. Advances in microfluidics have
already revolutionized disease modeling and drug develop-
ment, and are positioned to impact regenerative medicine
but have yet to apply to biohybrids. Fusing microfluidics
with living materials will improve tissue perfusion and mat-
uration, and enable precise patterning of sensing, process-
ing, and control elements. This perspective suggests future
developments in advanced biohybrids.

biohybrid robotics j microfluidics j bioactuators j tissue engineering j
soft robotics

Scientists no longer perceive cells and tissues as pure bio-
logical models but also as materials for construction and
engineering (1). In robotics, advances in manufacturing
and biological sciences support the idea of abandoning an
imitating approach (bio-inspiration) in favor of incorporat-
ing biological materials into robots (bio-integration). A bio-
logical functionality can be implemented in controllable
machines at various scales, in which biohybridization
ranges from biomolecular processes to whole-body multi-
cellular organisms (Fig. 1) (2, 3). At one end of this range,
subcellular actuation is realized through biological linear
macromolecules, motor proteins, and enzymes, which gen-
erate subnanodevices or nanodevices capable of rotational
motion, propulsion, stretching, pulling, and so forth (2).
One example is the origami robots based on folded DNA,
which move along predefined pathways or work as minia-
turized gears or tweezers. These actions are enabled by
the activity of specific enzymes, as well as the molecular
recognition and mechanical properties of single- and
double-DNA strands (4, 5). Another example is the nano-
systems that are propelled by biocompatible reactions cat-
alyzed by associated enzymes (6). At the opposite end of
the bio-integration range are machines fused with intact
multicellular living beings (7, 8). In this domain, physiologi-
cal interactions between individual animals and artificial
devices can be exploited in a bidirectional way: animals
(e.g., insects) can be used to control machines (e.g., mobile
robots) (8, 9), but also integrated artificial control systems
can serve to steer the animal behavior (10–12).

Biohybrid robotics has, however, been dominated by
biofunctions realized at cellular and tissue levels (2). In
fact, the use of cells allows us to capture the properties
that are unique to living materials (e.g., their autonomous,
multifunctional, and adaptive nature; their proliferative
and self-healing abilities) within a compact, multifunctional
unit. Cells are modules that can individually generate

robots at a small scale (e.g., microrobots based on unicel-
lular organisms) or be assembled into large constructs
with tailored configurations (e.g., muscle tissue–based
actuators) (13).

Over the last 15 y, different cell types and biomaterials
have been combined to engineer biohybrid robots with
various motion abilities (e.g., swimming, bending, rotating)
(14, 15). These robots were intended for a multitude of
applications, including drug loading, delivery, and screen-
ing, as well as fluid actuation, bioimaging, cardiac tissue
repair, and object manipulation. In biohybrid robots, cells
can be used for sensing, communication, integration, or as
a power supply, but, thus far, they have been predomi-
nantly used for actuation (2, 16–19). In cell-based actua-
tion, two main approaches are possible. The first one is to
use single cells, which are endowed with fast motility, to
generate robots at the microscale level (microrobots) (20).
The second approach uses multicellular constructs orga-
nized by self-assembly into tissues that are capable of
force generation and deformation due to the intrinsic cell
contractility (2, 21).

The growing interest in biohybrid robots is explained by
the desirable properties found in cell-based materials,
such as their intrinsic softness and degradability, which
render them promising in terms of environmental safety
and compatibility with dynamic environments (22). More-
over, cells can efficiently extract the energy stored in natu-
ral organic molecules and other essential nutrients directly
from their surroundings. Thus, they have great potential
for use in robots with renewable and autonomous power
systems. In addition, cells and cell clusters are adaptive
materials that can intelligently react to complex and
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adverse surroundings. Finally, another intriguing aspect of
using living cells for robotics is that a single biological mod-
ule can have multiple functions (e.g., sensing and actua-
tion), given that these abilities are already present and
highly integrated at the single- or multicell level (23). The
tight functional integration observed in living systems
drives two important considerations regarding engineering
with living materials. On the one hand, due to the intrinsic
multifunctionality of cells (e.g., actuation, sensing, power
supply, signaling, control), biohybrid robots offer a new
approach toward device miniaturization. On the other
hand, bottom-up tissue engineering can assemble cells
into spatially tailorable three-dimensional (3D) configura-
tions and create biorobots with controlled macroscale
designs and autonomous multifunctionality. The future
evolution of biological machines in both these opposite
tendencies (i.e., miniaturization and scaling-up) still req-
uires considerable efforts in technological innovation. One
of the core innovations needed will be the ability to finely
control the fluids that perfuse the biological tissues. The
emerging biomedical discipline of microfluidics has the
potential to greatly improve the perfusion of biohybrid
robots (24).

This Perspective article describes how living tissues can
be combined with microfluidic devices and what benefits
are gained from this combination, particularly concerning
tissue fabrication, development, and functional control.
We will highlight how impactful microfluidic technologies
could be in supporting perfusion and vascularization of
large tissues, as well as in functionally integrating tissues
for use in robotics. Therefore, we will describe how con-
structs can be assembled from contractile cells to serve as
robotic bioactuators and discuss how microfluidics will
improve the generation, maturation, and actuation of
these constructs. Through this perspective, we will lay out
one of the most promising directions for future biorobotic
research.

2. Robotic Functions Enabled by Cells

Scientists are growing increasingly curious about biohybrid
robots, making efforts to unlock the potential of cells in real-
izing more performant machines (2, 3). Living cells have
demonstrated utility in sensing, control, and power supply,
but especially actuation of robots (2). In the following para-
graphs, we briefly retrace the historical milestones in using
cells for actuation and other functionalities, while delineat-
ing the most promising directions for improvement.

2.1 Cells for Actuation. It was the year 2005 when individual
cardiomyocytes were developed into muscle bundles and
integrated with silicon micromechanical structures to be
used as systems for force transduction and locomotion (25).
Since then, bioactuators based on contractile muscle cells
have actuated robots for various functions (2, 3). Cardiomus-
cular thin films could generate micropumps (26) but also
adopt functional, 3D conformations for motility tasks (i.e.,
gripping, walking, and swimming) with a high spatial and
temporal control and output forces as high as 4 mN/cm2

(27). Through the years, progress in biofabrication led to
larger, more complex, and more performant biohybrid
robots, including object manipulators and fast swimmers
(28–30). Readers are referred to the SI Appendix for a more
detailed description of achievements in bioactuation (24).

The major motivation for advancing muscle-based actua-
tors is to be found in the following unique properties of the
natural muscle as an actuator: silent operation; intrinsic soft-
ness; biodegradability; self-healing ability; and the use of
glucose as an energy-dense, cheap, and eco-friendly fuel
(2, 3). Importantly, the intrinsic modular structure of the
muscle cells confers inherent scalability to biohybrid actua-
tors, which might extend from the submillimeter to the
meter range. As the contraction force generated by a single
skeletal myotube and cardiomyocyte are ∼1 and 10 μN,
respectively, muscle cells are an intriguing option for actua-
tion with onboarded propulsion systems, as they efficiently

Fig. 1. Multiscale biohybridization. Subcellular biohybrid systems are actuated by dynamic molecular interactions and the catalytic activity of enzymes.
Microrobots can be obtained from individual motile cells (e.g., bacteria, algae, protozoa, sperm cells). Contractile cells can be assembled in vitro to form
micro- and milli-scale actuators consisting of functional muscle-tissue constructs. Tissue can be explanted from animals and integrated into machines
for various functions (e.g., actuation or auditory sensing). Finally, multicellular organisms can either be used to command the machines or controlled by
integrated artificial devices.
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produce detectable forces at small scales (i.e., microdo-
main). In comparison, the smallest conventional actuators
(piezoelectric actuators) can only be efficiently scaled in the
minidomain (>1 mm) (2, 3). At the same time, biohybrid
actuators are attractive for their versatile configurability via
bottom-up assembly of cells, which will lead to biomachines
with tailored, application-specific designs and integrated
multifunctionality. As such, bioactuators are associated with
a unique potential in both scale tendencies: on the one
hand, contractile cells will enable microscopic bioactuators
that are promising for miniaturized biomedical robotics; on
the other hand, macroscale bioactuators will enable lifelike
movements, self-healing, and soft touch in robots for close
contact and direct interaction with humans and other
species. Finally, bioactuators could maintain a low mass to
generated power ratio over time, which is a unique feature
of such systems otherwise precluded in any other type of
artificial actuator (2, 3). In fact, a potential power supply for
living muscle–based actuators (e.g., a small volume of high-
glucose solution) would have a smaller mass than that of
the powering systems of conventional actuators. In combi-
nation with the high energy efficiency of the muscle (>50%),
such a compact setting would allow the biohybrid actuators
to minimize the power to mass ratio over long periods of
operation (>100 s). In a hypothetical muscle tissue endowed
with an autonomous feeding system, this estimated ratio is
around 5 kg/kW, which could be kept constant over long
time ranges (106 s) (2). In the future, a perfect bioactuator
could therefore outperform all other synthetic technologies
in long-term tasks. As such, biohybrid actuators represent
an attractive option for robots involved in monitoring appli-
cations (e.g., for environmental surveillance) that require a
long operative lifetime (and therefore an efficient energy
economy), in addition to ecological compliance.

Despite the considerable progress achieved in the past
decade in manufacturing contractile tissue in vitro, current
bioactuators based on engineered muscle tissue are not
as performant as native muscle or any other available
actuation technology (SI Appendix) (2). As fabricated with
volumes ranging from ∼0.1 cm3 to 0.01 m3, synthetic
actuators generate forces varying between 102 and 105 N,
which are several orders of magnitude higher than those
produced by current bioactuators (falling instead in the
10�6 to 10�3 N domain). Moreover, even if keeping the
mass to power ratio low over time is promising for
the long-lasting operativity of biorobots (2), engineered
muscle tissue still suffers from poor medium- and long-
term functionality, due to the decay of cell viability and
constructs’ stability in vitro over time. Intriguingly, cells
from insects and self-stimulatory robot designs can extend
the durability of bioactuators to a few months (SI Appendix)
(2, 32).

To leverage the performance of bioactuators, we need a
deeper understanding of muscle-tissue biology, as well as
tailored engineering strategies (2). First, muscle-tissue matu-
ration in vitro must become more efficient, biomimetic, and
controllable. In this context, genetic engineering of muscle
cells might augment their contractility by modulating the
expression of the cytoskeleton and contraction-related pro-
teins (e.g., actin, myosin, troponin, titin), as well as the regu-
lators of the myogenic differentiation and muscle-tissue

development. Second, the force dispersion caused by the
limited coherence between the synthetic skeleton structure
and the muscle tissue has to be reduced by implementing
interfaces that maximize the force transfer from the contrac-
tile unit to the skeleton (2). Third, to expand their operational
versatility, bioactuators need systems that support cell viabil-
ity over time and in “out-of-the-lab” spaces. Fourth, advanced
modeling based on multiscale and multiphysics simulation is
warranted to rapidly optimize bioactuators’ performance.
Finally, we lack fabrication strategies to generate macroscale
constructs while controlling the microstructure and maintain-
ing muscle functionality. For example, we need to develop
3D tissue architectures that combine efficient systems for
guaranteeing tissue perfusion and scaffold microstructuring
for enabling cell alignment and myofiber orientation. Scaling-
up bioactuators is essential to achieve output forces that
compete with those generated by synthetic actuators, but it
poses challenges concerning the survival and reactivity of
cells over time, which are: 1) the delivery of nutrients and
oxygen through vascularization strategies; 2) an effective inter-
face between the living and nonliving materials; 3) appropriate
biomaterials’ properties enabling 3D biofabrication; and 4)
efficient methods to expand cells (especially those of primary
origin) while retaining their functionality (31).

2.2 Cells for Sensing, Control, and Power Supply. Cells can
perceive and process external stimuli, as well as efficiently
extract chemical energy from nutrients found in the envi-
ronment and convert it into mechanical energy. Bacteria,
specialized cells from multicellular organisms, and other
organisms can be exploited to fulfill robotic functions of
sensing, control, and power supply. In the future, these
biological functions will be studied as tightly associated
with robotic motor functions.

Chemical biosensing has been demonstrated through
many examples of biosensors, typically realized with bacte-
ria (32–35). Biohybrid technologies to recognize and sense
mechanical stimuli have been shown through cells special-
ized in tactile or auditory perception (16, 36), while the
optical reactivity of certain cell types and organisms has
opened perspectives on biological vision and the control of
robots (37–39). At the beginning of the millennium, retina
prostheses composed of living cells and engineered mate-
rials have started research in biohybrid technologies to
restore vision (40–42), and these have been strongly fos-
tered by micro- and nano-technological advancements.
Optogenetic genome modification imposes photosensitiv-
ity to cells. This acquired, unnatural ability can be exploited
to control the native functionality of the cells (e.g., electro-
chemical signaling or physical contraction for neurons
and muscle cells, respectively) (37, 43). Moreover, the light
refractivity of certain organisms could be used to sense
optical signals in the environment: for example, the
plastic and adaptable responses of a plasmodium to light
exposure generated integrated information processors for
robotic control (38). Overcoming these difficult challenges
requires information processing, a task that future biohy-
brid robots might solve using the computation and learning
abilities of cells. More than a decade ago, neurons from
humans and other species were already cultured on artifi-
cial chips to drive robot locomotion or carry out other
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functions (44–46), whereas more recently, research on the
biological control of robots has focused on using neurons to
regulate contraction of muscle-based bioactuators (47–49).

Another possible use of living cells in robotics concerns
power sourcing and the creation of bioelectricity. By inter-
facing spontaneously beating cardiomyocytes with materi-
als that generate voltage via the piezoelectric effect, electric
energy could be produced and used to power microelec-
tronic devices (50, 51). Even if not yet demonstrated in
robots, emergent biohybrid technologies based on micro-
organisms are also promising for power supply and che-
mosynthetic functions to support robots. For example,
future machines could work thanks to microbial fuel-cell
technology, which exploits bacteria to convert the chemical
energy of organic compounds into electricity (52). Alterna-
tively, whole-cell–based photosynthetic biohybrid systems
that mediate sustainable solar to chemical conversion (e.g.,
for light-facilitated carbon dioxide reduction and biohydro-
gen production) could serve for energy production and
storage, supporting future robotics in environmental appli-
cations (53).

Cells provide biohybrid robots the potential not only to
develop intelligence, understand their environment, and
modulate their behavior accordingly, but also to autoregu-
late their morphology through the proliferative, self-
assembly, and regenerative abilities of cells (22). Even if
unique cellular functions (e.g., self-healing and adaptation)
have huge potential for robotics, they have not been thor-
oughly investigated yet (54). Studies on embodied intelli-
gence, adaptation, repair, and other advanced properties
of robotic living materials are expected to exponentially
increase in the next decade.

3. Microfluidics to Bridge Robotics and Tissue
Engineering

Stemming from the technological combination of fluid
mechanics and microelectromechanical systems, microflui-
dics is a versatile tool that has made tremendous contribu-
tions to several research areas, such as inkjet printing, air
and water quality control, fundamental cell biology, biomo-
lecular analysis, and personalized medicine (55). Microfluidics
enables one to handle the full range from nano- to milliliter
volumes of fluids by using micropneumatic systems (e.g., liq-
uid pumps, gas-driven valves) and microfluidic structures
(chips) to direct off-chip and on-chip fluids, respectively. By
understanding and controlling fluid behavior in microsys-
tems, we can embrace the philosophy of reducing the size of
complex macroscale systems while retaining or improving
certain original features. This miniaturization potential has
attracted the attention of scientists from other research
domains (i.e., robotics and tissue engineering).

3.1 Microfluidics for Robotics. For instance, microfluidics
could valuably synergize with dynamical systems like robots
(56). In particular, the ability to master fluids is extremely rel-
evant in soft robotics, in which actuation is often driven by
fluidic pressure. As the material deformation in soft robots is
typically caused by fluid pressure, microfluidic technology
could help achieve a fine distribution of active actuation
sites. Nevertheless, there have only been a few publications
on the interface between robotics and microfluidics (56–59).

This sparsity of research is due to soft robotics being a young
discipline that emerged about a decade ago and microflui-
dics having evolved over the past two decades with a strong
focus on biological sciences.

3.2 Microfluidics for Tissue Engineering. Microfluidics is at
the foundation of many applications that contain cells. In
particular, microfluidic technologies have been useful in
studies on cellular processes (e.g., growth, aging) (60, 61),
properties (e.g., adherence, confinement) (62), and micro-
environments (63). In recent years, microfluidics and tissue
engineering have increasingly converged. Microfluidics
allows us to implement fluid perfusion and flow in microm-
eter- to millimeter-sized channels; culture multiple cell
types in one system; tune biochemical gradients; and stim-
ulate cells by mechanical force (64, 65).

In the future, microfluidics will further contribute to tis-
sue engineering by allowing scientists to replicate and con-
trol the conditions found in cellular microenvironments and
leverage the emerging field of organoids (i.e., organ-like mul-
ticellular clusters generated from pluripotent cells). More-
over, microfluidic systems will help us efficiently fabricate
tissue-mimicking structures, as they can be used as produc-
tion lines of micro-engineered units to form larger tissues
with architectural and cellular complexity. Finally, microflui-
dics might allow us to culture large tissue constructs that
comprise perfusable channel systems mimicking natural tis-
sue vascularization (66–68). Microfluidics could regulate the
applied fluid flows by finely distributing the fluid pressures
within the vessel-like channels (66). One could envision that
mastering fluid microdynamics in large tissue volumes will
ensure fine control over cell survival, thus leading to long-
term construct viability in vitro (69).

The growing importance of microfluidics in medicine
suggests that its combination with soft robotics might not
be limited to the sole actuation of deformable, inert mate-
rials (56); it might also be possible to apply the concepts
learned in microfluidics to regulate the growth, function,
and long-term viability of the living materials that are used
in soft biohybrid technologies. Thus far, microfluidics and
biohybrid robotics have overlapped in the development of
contractile tissues for bioactuation (70). Some of these
contractile tissues developed in microfluidic devices have
been used as bioactuation modules and perform motion
in robots (2, 47, 49, 71). Nevertheless, the future contribu-
tion of microfluidics to biohybrid robotics is potentially
much broader.

3.3 Potential of Microfluidics for Biohybrid Robotics. In
Fig. 2, we illustrate the potential of microfluidics in the
future evolution of biohybrid robots—a combination of tis-
sue engineering and robotics. Even if most biohybrid robotic
research has thus far focused on bioactuation, the interest in
other biofunctionalities is increasing, as demonstrated by
recent publications concerning the sensing of the environ-
ment and control of movements (16, 18, 19, 47). Microfluidics
will play a crucial role in well-established biofunctionalities, as
well as in the emergent ones.

The agility of microfluidic platforms in hosting heterocel-
lular culture will facilitate the integration of specific cell
types (e.g., neural cells) with muscle tissues that can confer
actuation-associated functions (e.g., motor control or
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proprioception). Fluidic technologies enable us to safely
manipulate fragile microtissue units and morphologically
control their formation during large-scale production. In
microfluidic chips, the cells are cultured in chambers that
not only protect them from external environments but also
interface them with other functional components of the
microfluidic devices. For instance, through microfluidic
chips, cells could be implemented in robots for environ-
mental applications, such as detecting water contamination
(72). These cells form microfluidic biosensors, which are
built within microfluidic chips that can integrate analytical
components and be assembled onto swimming robots. In
this configuration, cells can be exposed to liquid collected
from the environment and then analyzed. Alterations of
the cell viability are correlated with the presence of known
or unknown contaminants through a transduced signal
(typically an impedance- or a chromatophore-based res-
ponse), thus allowing the researchers to evaluate the qual-
ity of aqueous samples. One example is the Envirobot, a
compartmented autonomous robot with multiple biosen-
sors made of different vertebrate cells and microorgan-
isms, that was developed for large-scale multiparametric
water biosensing (73, 74). Since microfluidics allows us to
control the cell exposure to external fluids for biosensing,
this technology expands the scope of potential applications
of biohybrid machines. In addition to environmental analy-
sis and exploration, microfluidic biosensors could be
applied to medical robots that can examine biological sam-
ples from patients in situ.

Recognizing biochemicals in the surroundings, whether
they are liquid media or air, is a typical use for biosensors,
and it can be exploited to create experiences of “taste” or
“olfaction” in robots, in which the biochemical detection
communicates with the robot control system to affect
motion (18). Nevertheless, the perception of other types of
stimuli remains widely unexplored. Intriguingly, in recent
work, the tympanal organ of a locust was used as an audi-
tory sensor to control the movements of a robotic platform
(16). The extracted tissue included the intact auditory nerve
and was interfaced with the robot through a microphysio-
logical system creating modular tissue support capable of
recording neural activity triggered by sound. This acoustic
biosensor was realized in a microfluidic chip that was posi-
tioned on top of the robotic platform and equipped with
electrodes to transmit the electrophysiological response of
the auditory nerve to the robot. While all the electronics nec-
essary to process the signal and run the algorithms for
robot control were mounted on the robotic structure, the
microfluidic chip offered a chamber to preserve the biosen-
sor’s viability and perform electrophysiological recordings,
proving the integrability of complex tissue within robots and
its use for innovative functions, such as perceiving auditory
stimuli. Soon, microfluidics might unlock the technological
implementation of auditory and tactile perception based on
cells’ understanding of mechanical waves and loading.
Importantly, the next generation of microfluidic biosensors
could avoid the use of preformed tissues directly extracted
from animals and instead use cell aggregates or tissues built

Fig. 2. Future contribution of microfluidics to biohybrid robots. Microfluidic biohybrid robots will combine different cell types, such as muscle and neural
cells. Fine networks of innervation will enable the selective control of specific bioactuators within multiple arrays. Microfluidics allows one to tune the cell
microenvironment conditions and microfabricate cell-laden biomaterials. These applications will lead to increasingly versatile and performant biohybrids.
Finally, microfluidic tissue perfusion and bioreactor systems will generate biohybrids of larger size and capable of durable and autonomous functions.
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via bottom-up tissue engineering. This way, sensory cells
could be patterned according to predefined designs that
better interface with the synthetic components of the micro-
chips. Through organ-on-a-chip and biofabrication technolo-
gies, microfluidics will therefore enhance the performance
of contractile tissue and also enable novel forms and appli-
cations of biohybrid robots.

One major trend in biohybrid robotics is scaling up the
biological component to realize large-scale capable robots
that have a high energy-conversion efficiency. Microfluidics-
based microphysiologies will likely enable large, durable,
and autonomous biological machines. In such a scenario,
microfluidic control might provide sufficient tissue perfusion
to efficiently distribute oxygen and nutrients to cells within
engineered tissues of large size. Also, portable microfluidic
systems could be developed, which would allow cells to be
supported within mobile robots: protected and perfused
within microfluidic bioreactors, cells could then explore envi-
ronments outside of the laboratory space. One example of
such a portable system is the current program on Chips in
Space (75). How and to what extent microfluidics will
improve biohybrid robots remain to be seen, but it will most
likely begin with an improved assembly of cells and then
touch on the realization of more sophisticated robotic bio-
modules, like bioactuators.

4. Microfluidics for Bioactuators

Actuators made of cells allow biohybrid machines to move
and interact with their environment (2, 21, 76). Thus far,
bioactuators have efficiently powered only micro- and min-
imachines (2, 21). Microrobots can be actuated by just one
or a few clustered living motile cells (20, 21, 77), but
millimeter-sized actuators consisting of tissues require
large numbers of contractile cells such as skeletal or car-
diac muscle cells (14). Microfluidic platforms can replicate
the chemical and biophysical factors of the cell microenvi-
ronment and can promote the desired organization of
engineered muscles. Specifically, microfluidic platforms
can tune cell-to-cell interactions, cell recruitment, and
tissue maturation (72), and are promising for the future
evolution of bioactuators, in regard to the fabrication of
small-scale bioactuators, as well as the generation, vascu-
larization, and control of large-muscle tissue.

4.1 Microscale Bioactuators. Microfluidics contributes to
the fabrication of small bioactuators by: 1) enabling bio-
compatible and efficient manufacturing methods, and
2) facilitating the integration of multiple cell types into con-
trolled cocultured systems. From a manufacturing perspec-
tive, microfluidic flows can produce bubbles to increase
the porosity of biomaterials used as scaffolds for muscle
cell culture (78). Alternatively, droplet-based microfluidic
techniques can continuously generate cell-loaded micro-
gels for tissue regeneration and achieve microscale preci-
sion, high monodispersity, and control over geometrical
features (79). Various formulations of microgels encapsu-
lating cardiomyocytes have been presented, including
mini-heart tissues capable of beating at a high frequency
(80). From a coculture perspective, microfluidics will sub-
stantially advance small-scale bioactuators by facilitating
the creation and study of heterocellular assemblies. In the

future, such bioactuators will be characterized by high bio-
mimetism in terms of cellular complexity and functionality.
Importantly, coculturing the myogenic cells with other cell
types (e.g., neurons, fibroblasts) enhances muscle forma-
tion and function (81–84). Furthermore, microfluidic plat-
forms will permit tissue microenvironmental niches that
contain regenerative cells with an undifferentiated profile,
namely stem cells. For instance, these niches can serve as
reservoirs of muscle progenitor cells (i.e., satellite cells),
which can be recruited to repair possible tissue damage.
Thanks to microfluidics, it is to be expected that microscale
bioactuators will further evolve toward controllable geom-
etries with high cellular heterogeneity and biofidel replica-
tion of complex tissue functions, such as repair and
regeneration.

4.2 Macroscale Bioactuators. The survival of artificial tissues
beyond the millimeter scale can only be sustained by
dynamic cell culture (85–87). Microfluidics improves the
dynamic cell culture of muscle tissues, specifically the for-
mation of myofibers with tuned biophysical and functional
properties (e.g., nuclei density, size, and force generation)
(88). After maturation, macroscale bioactuators need to be
integrated with fluidic channels running through their
whole volume, so that biofactors (e.g., nutrients and signal-
ing inputs) can be homogeneously delivered to all cells.
Here, we will show how microfluidics contributes to the
development, vascularization, and control of muscle con-
structs beyond the millimeter scale.
4.2.1 Creation and maturation of macroscale bioactuators.Micro-
fluidics can synthesize microscale hydrogels that contain
myogenic cells; these hydrogels become the building
blocks of large contractile tissues (89). The contractile func-
tional units of muscles are myofibers. The cell alignment
and the myofiber formation are guided by biomaterials
with fibrous micro- or nanostructures, which create an
anisotropic topography (90, 91). Microfibers for cell encap-
sulation are fabricated through microfluidic fiber spinning
using various natural and synthetic polymers, including
alginate, one of the most popular biomaterials in muscle-
tissue engineering (91–93). Recently, Zhao et al. (94) devel-
oped a flow-focusing chip to tune the geometries of the
formed microfibers and create interpenetrating networks,
where skeletal muscle cells are oriented into fiber-like
microstructures. Microfluidics can therefore create fibrous
elements and anisotropic scaffolds with complex architec-
tures for muscle-tissue growth. In the future, such fine
control over the cells and biomaterials will allow us to
place contractile cells in specific positions within the bioac-
tuators to achieve fine-grain actuation in soft biohybrid
robots. By controlling the morphology and position of the
contractile actuation units, we will realize complex actua-
tion schemes and programmable deformations of large-
muscle constructs.

Bioactuators are typically fabricated from muscle pro-
genitor cells. Once the constructs are built up, they then
have to mature to reach full functionality. Microfluidics
enhances muscle-tissue development and maturation by
easily implementing coculture systems between muscle
cells and other cell types. For example, the presence of
fibroblasts can promote the differentiation of myogenic
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cells, while the presence of adipocytes can alter the availabil-
ity of metabolites and affect the metabolic processes in
muscle cells (95). Endothelial cells and neurons can generate
integrated networks essential for the functioning of tissue;
these networks of endothelial cells and neurons perfuse tis-
sue (vascularization) or convey signals (innervation), respec-
tively. In summary, future macroscale bioactuators will likely
benefit from microfluidics when generating microunits for
bottom-up assembly; encapsulating and aligning cells through
orientable microfibers; maturing myocytes through hetero-
cellular systems; and integrating functional tissue.

4.2.2 Survival and functional control of macroscale bioactuators.
Vascularization aims to distribute oxygen and nutrients
across the tissue, as these are essential for cell survival and
functionality. Engineered muscles can contain living vessels
made of endothelial cells that form a vascularization system.
Alternatively, bioactuators can also be vascularized by
sculpting networks of perfusable channels in the scaffolds
when sacrificial templates are removed from the microflui-
dic chips (66, 67, 96). These microvessel networks could
then be perfused while maintaining fluidic control. Viable tis-
sue constructs at the mesoscale (i.e., centimeter size) might
become possible thanks to microfluidic technologies and
hierarchical vascular systems mimicking in vivo networks.

While cell survival relies on spread-out fluidic networks
for liquid mass transfer, actuation depends on integrated
circuits that transmit the stimuli to contract or relax fibers.
The contractility and actuation performance of bioactuators
can be controlled not only by treating cells with biochemi-
cals but also by controlling them via electrical, optical, and
mechanical stimulation (2). Some materials used in micro-
fluidic platforms are compatible with electrical current and
light transmission; therefore, these platforms can imple-
ment tools to stimulate muscle cells both electrically and
optically (71, 97). Moreover, mechanical stimulation in the
form of fluid flow can provide additional control over cell
function within microchips (64). For instance, 3D cardiomyo-
cyte constructs can be placed into a microfluidic setting to
get mechanically strained and electrically paced while receiv-
ing pharmacological treatment (98). Microfluidic chips are
therefore synthetic biocompatible settings for the control of
tissue contractions. These chips represent a step forward in
the bio-integration challenge, suggesting that the translation
of microfluidic bioactuators to robotics might occur soon
due to their ability to interface with both cells and stimula-
tion technologies for the remote control of cell activities.

In addition to biophysical methods, biological effectors,
such as neurons, can be used to electrochemically control
myocytic activity. Neurons represent a safe and sustainable
strategy to regulate muscle contraction, as this stimulation
approach protects muscle cells from direct exposure to elec-
trodes, preserves viability, and reduces muscle fatigue (99).
As such, muscle neurotization has the potential to extend
the functional duration of bioactuators. Several works have
shown that skeletal muscle cells and motor neurons can be
effectively combined within microfluidic platforms to model
the neuromuscular junction (49, 71, 97, 100). In particular,
microfluidic chips enable the functional coupling of the two
cell types, while spatially controlling the cells through the
compartmentalized geometry of the microchips.

In 2019, Aydin et al. (47) demonstrated the neuromus-
cular actuation of a biohybrid swimmer developed on a
millimeter-scale platform in a static culture environment.
This work showcased a robot embodying multiple living
functions (i.e., actuation and control) through a precise
organization of neurons and muscle tissue, opening up
new perspectives in biohybrid robotics. While combining
multiple tissues is already possible on the small tissue
scale within static culture, scaling up such systems for
large robots will require dynamical fluidics. Tailorable
designs of microfluidic platforms will enable complex con-
figurations of neural networks for motor control of muscle
with the benefits of a dynamic culture environment.
Importantly, microchannels and microfluidic platforms are
used to stretch axons and guide the growth of neurite pro-
jections for the bottom-up construction of neural circuits
that can be easily combined with microelectrode arrays
(101, 102). Neural cells controlling the bioactuators could
be stimulated via electrodes patterned into the microflui-
dic chambers or via microchannels that deliver stimulatory
or inhibitory biochemicals (e.g., neurotransmitters) (Fig. 3).
Evoking skeletal-muscle responses through neural-cell
mediation will extend muscle responsiveness to stimuli
and prolong the robot’s activity. In the near future, sympa-
thetic innervation of engineered cardiac muscles might be
also achieved, which will enable better control of cardio-
myocytes that typically undergo spontaneous contraction
and are, therefore, not optimal for controllable robotic
actuation. When muscle constructs are endowed with pre-
cise innervation patterns and cultured within microfluidic
systems, they will power, actuate, and intelligently com-
mand durable biohybrid robots.

5. Challenges and Future Perspectives

Biohybrid robotics is only in its infancy: much territory is yet
to explore, and many challenges are yet to be solved. To
transform biohybrids into capable platforms that can oper-
ate in real-world settings, several challenges will have to be
solved concerning cell longevity, tissue fabrication, and
robotic functionality. One of the main issues is that living
materials need precise environmental conditions to survive;
in particular, the cell environment should enable efficient
biochemical and gaseous exchange. Accurately controlling
fluidic behavior will likely advance biohybrid robotics on vari-
ous levels. Precise microfluidic regulation will improve the
construction and development of biohybrid systems. First,
microfluidics will allow us to generate assemblable building
blocks as a foundation for more complex and biomimetic
biomodules. Second, microfluidic platforms will enable us to
biomechanically stimulate cells to enhance bioactuators’ tis-
sue maturation. Even more important is effective tissue per-
fusion enabled by microfluidics. Efficient perfusion will pave
the way toward engineered macroscale tissue, which will
not only revolutionize biohybrid robotics but have drastic
repercussions on the overall tissue engineering field. We
expect that only microfluidic circuits will enable tissue over
the centimeter scale, as they only can guarantee perfusion
with fine (i.e., microscale resolution) liquid control and
distribution in 3D tissue configurations (92). Moreover,
microfluidic tissue engineering can safely fabricate precisely
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microdesigned tissue architectures, which are crucial for
future biorobotic development. Microfluidics can print
shapes and assemble building blocks with a specific
morphology at microlevel resolution (e.g., microfibers for
muscle-tissue formation), all while operating in wet condi-
tions with reduced cellular stress as compared with other
biofabrication methods (e.g., extrusion bioprinting) (92). In
addition to these major contributions, microfluidics will
advance additional aspects of biohybrid robotics, such as
the fluid control for cocultivation and improved tissue mat-
uration, as well as the technical implementation of control
and monitoring tools (e.g., microchips integrated with tech-
nologies for optical stimulation, electrophysiological record-
ing, and mechanostimulation of cells).

Despite this huge potential, to complete the transition
of microfluidic technologies to biohybrid robots, future
research has to solve one major issue that is common in
many biohybrid systems. The hydrophobicity of microflui-
dic chip constituents reduces their compatibility with the
hydrophilic matter of the engineered tissues, made of cells
and scaffolding biomaterials (93, 103). To successfully
integrate living and nonliving materials, the biological and
synthetic phases must become more physicochemically
compatible. Investigating medical-grade materials for
microfluidic prototyping and production involves more and
more scientists who try to establish appropriate bio-
interfaces for organ-on-a-chip systems.

Although bioactuation has been the most investigated
area thus far, biohybrid robots will certainly evolve to
acquire other biological functionalities. One exciting direction

that biohybrid robotics might take is to implement different
types of neurons, which could provide future machines with
computational, plastic, or adaptive abilities (48, 104–106).
Implementing cells with a demanding metabolism like neu-
rons renders the microfluidic solution even more meaning-
ful, as it can regulate the nutrient delivery to fulfill precise
requirements in terms of glucose and oxygen consumption.
The possibility of building microfluidic chips with compart-
mental designs supports scientists in providing specific
nutrients to different cell types within heterocellular systems,
as well as in controlling their interaction and functions.

In the next decade, we will hopefully see biohybrid
robots that will integrate bioreactor systems and microflui-
dic control to eventually leave the laboratory space and
conquer other environments while keeping their biomod-
ules alive and functional for a long time. Autonomous
nutrition and functional sustainability will become possi-
ble, solving the limitations that biohybrid machines cur-
rently face in environments other than tightly controlled
and stationary cell-culture dishes. Perspectives on bioreac-
tor technologies for future autonomous biohybrid robots
can be found in the SI Appendix (107–114).

Finally, we have thus far discussed how microfluidics will
advance biohybrid robotics in the view of improved tissue
fabrication, maturation, and control. However, the opposite
relation—will biohybrid robotics advance microfluidics?—also
deserves space for consideration. Converging fluids and
soft dynamic microbodies can improve our understanding
of the fluid dynamics during interaction with compliant
materials. In particular, the dynamism, softness, and complex

Fig. 3. Future microfluidic bioactuation. Microfluidic platforms made of biocompatible and soft materials will contain arrays of muscle-tissue actuators. The plat-
form will be compartmented to organize the interactions among different cell types. Each actuator will be controlled by one neural motor unit (e.g., a neurosphere).
The neural units will be stimulated through electrode lines inscribed within the platforms, or channels that deliver functional biochemicals (e.g., neurotransmitters).
Pillars and channels will enable us to control the orientation of and guide neurite projections. Microfluidic chambers containing patterned arrays of neural actua-
tors could be fabricated with various morphologies: for instance, sheet-like chambers will deform according to actuators’ arrangement and enable locomotion of
medusoid robotsmimicking the swimming of jellyfish.
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morphologies of bioactuators could be used to advance flow
prediction within inertial microfluidic devices (SI Appendix).
Biohybrid robotics will raise novel questions in fundamen-
tal microfluidics (e.g., concerning inertial focusing and vis-
cous streaming) (115–119) and amplify the spectrum of
opportunities in applied microfluidics.

We hope the present Perspective will guide scientists in
finding effective bio-integration strategies and inspire their

fantasy to implement these solutions into robotic applica-
tions. Hopefully, we will see autonomous, untethered, siz-
able biohybrid robots working efficiently and conquering
new territories in the next decade.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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